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Shenzhen office opens after Chinaplas 2011

SINGLE Temperiertechnik
opens branch office in China
As of June 2011, SINGLE Temperiertechnik GmbH of Hochdorf/Germany
will be present in the Chinese market with its own branch office in
Shenzhen. SINGLE will offer Chinese customers a complete range of oiland water-operated temperature control systems with a maximum heating
capacity of 144 kW and for temperatures of between -40°C and +350°C.
The company supports international manufacturers and OEMs as well as
new customers among Chinese plastics processers with their tried-andtested technology. At Chinaplas which takes place in Guangzhou from 17
May until 20 May 2011, SINGLE will present a cross-section of its product
portfolio (German Pavilion, hall 5.1, stand A52).
By stepping up its presence in the Chinese market with a branch office, SINGLE
is responding to the growing interest in its products in China, particularly in
efficient high-temperature water-operated temperature control systems for
plastics processing applications and ATT Alternating Temperature Technology
for better-quality injection moulded parts. The new subsidiary SINGLE
Temperature Controls Shenzhen Co. Ltd. provides tailor-made solutions,
comprehensive engineering and a service portfolio that caters to the special
requirements of the Chinese market. Experienced German engineers will
support the Chinese experts.
The new branch office will offer various temperature control systems with water
as a circulating medium, some of which have a wide capacity range for
temperatures up to 200°C. A new, highly compact hot-water temperature control
system offers customers a heating capacity of 6 kW and a flow rate of up to 30
l/min for temperatures as high as 225°C.
Variotherm ATT temperature control technology allows the optimisation of
injection moulding processes with highly exacting surface-quality and
dimensional stability requirements in combination with short cycle times. Thanks
to fast temperature changes, ATT improves the dimensional accuracy and
consistency, promotes surface properties such as self-cleaning or antireflection
coatings, microstructures and nanostructures, and also facilitates the production
of particularly smooth surfaces and high-grade glossy surfaces with piano finish.
The new SINGLE branch office in Shenzhen sends a signal to the Chinese
growth market and enhances the specialist’s existing sales and service network.
A network of regional sales partners and service points as well as another
subsidiary in the USA are the cornerstones of SINGLE’s international presence
and demonstrate its reliability as a strong partner with solutions for the most
challenging temperature control processes.

In China, high-tech solutions
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SINGLE at Chinaplas: 17 May - 20 May 2011, German Pavilion, hall 5.1,
stand A52

SINGLE in profile
SINGLE has been developing, producing and selling high-performance
temperature control systems for more than forty years. The SINGLE product
portfolio consists of water- and oil-operated, high-quality temperature control
systems, cooling technology as well as tailor-made and customised solutions.
SINGLE uses only top-quality components and materials. Long-standing
customers testify to the ease-of-use and reliable operation of SINGLE systems
even under a high workload.
In addition to plastics processors and manufacturers of plastics processing
machines, SINGLE caters to customers from the die casting, chemical and
pharmaceutical industry as well as to the metal plating industry and the food

production segment. Its systems are also used for test bench technology and
many more applications.
A network of regional sales partners as well as branch offices and subsidiaries
in the US and China are the cornerstones of SINGLE’s international presence.
Services and after-sales support on all temperature-control related matters,
commissioning as well as on- and off-site training complete SINGLE’s portfolio.
SINGLE is certified to EN ISO 9001, has technology and manufacturer
certifications that meet the European Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) and
complies with standards such as UL and regional directives to CSA or GOST.
The company, which employs about 110 people at its facility in Hochdorf near
Stuttgart/Germany, has been a member of Looser Holding AG,
Arbon/Switzerland since 2006.
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